The impact of gene expression microarrays in the evaluation of lung carcinoma subtypes and DNA copy number.
The development of targeted therapies creates a need to accurately classify tumors. Among the more pressing needs are the identification of the complete catalog of genes that are altered in cancer and the accurate discrimination of tumors based on their genetic background. To discuss the use of gene expression profiles to recapitulate the pathology and to distinguish the genetic background of non-small cell lung cancer. Also, to comment on using global analysis of gene expression to identify chromosomal regions carrying clusters of highly expressed genes, likely due to gene amplification. Gene amplification at these regions may target the activation of an oncogene critical to tumor development and potentially important in therapy. Review of relevant, recent literature on molecular alterations and expression analysis in lung cancer. The complexity of genetic and epigenetic alterations and the cell type of origin confer marked patterns of gene expression to lung tumors, which differentiate different tumor entities.